We describe a combinatorial process for the extension of triangulations and integer labeling functions. Together with a discussion of topological degree via completely labeled simplices our result yields an elementary proof of the Hopf Degree Theorem. A further application of our techniques will provide a regularization result. similar to theorems of H. Hopf and B. O'Neill.
I. INTR~DuC~~N
Topological degree is a classical tool in the qualitative analysis of fixed point. zero point, and nonlinear eigenvalue problems. Quite recently it turned out that degree theoretical arguments providing existence of a solution can be exploited to give algorithms for actual numerical computation [3, 7, 8, 13, 18, 191 . The basic ingredients are tools from combinatorial topology and mathematical programming: triangulations and labeling functions. The key to the understanding of these algorithms is a numerical realization of the Brouwer degree in terms of completely labeled simplices.
It seems to be noteworthy that this link between topology and numerical analysis provides an easy and constructive proof of the homotopy invariance of degree via elementary principles ("Door In/Door Out") from piecewise linear (PL-) topology and complementary pivot theory [5-8, 13, 181 .
The purpose of this paper is to demonstrate that the numerical and combinatorial framework of degree also allows elementary and "algorithmic" access to results relating to the converse of the homotopy invariance of degree. At the heart of our approach is a combinatorial procedure for the PRijFERAND SIEGBERG extension of triangulations and labeling functions (Theorem 5.1). This result, together with a representation of degree as the oriented sum of completely labeled simplices will provide an elementary proof of the Hopf Degree Theorem [lo] . A second application of our techniques will contribute to a topic of classical topological interest: We will show that any continuous mapping F: (P, i?P) -+ (R", R"\{O}) (P an n-pseudomanifond) can be continuously deformed into a piecewise linear mapping of the same degree with regular zeroes in arbitrarily prescribed points of P. This result is close in spirit to theorems of H. Hopf 
II. BASICS FROM PIECEWISE LINEAR TOPOLOGY
In this section we give a list of the ingredients from PL-topology used in this paper. A permanent reference is [ 11.
(2. I ) Polyhedra and triangulations.
Let 7" be a finite set of n-simplices in R" (IV>, n). The set is called a polyhedron of homogeneous dimension n, provided the intersection u, n uz of any simplices CJ,, u2 E T" is a (possibly empty) common face of u, and u2. The simplices of T" together with all their faces are called a triangulation T(P) of P. The set of all k-dimensional simplices in T(P) is called the k-skeleton of T(P) and is denoted by p(P). If Q c P is a subpolyhedron of homogeneous dimension m <n, such that the set of simplices from T(P) contained in Q is a triangulation of Q, this triangulation will be denoted by T(Q). T(P) will be called an extension of T(Q), and T(Q) will be called the triangulation induced by T(P) on Q.
(2.2) Boundary.
Let P be a polyhedron of homogeneous dimension n. The point set XEPl 3 x E r, and r is a face of TE T"-'(P) exactly one simplex in T"(P) I
is the same for all triangulations T(P) and is called the bounda? 8P of P. The boundary of P is a polyhedron of homogeneous dimension (n -1) and any triangulation T(P) induces a triangulation T(aP).
(2.3) Pseudomanifolds. A polyhedron P of homogeneous dimension n is called an n-pseudomanifold, provided the following hold for any triangulation T(P): (2.3.1) Every (n -l)-simplex from T'-'(P) is a face of at most two nsimplices from T(P).
(2.3.2) For u, CJ' E T(P) there is a finite chain u = u, (...) Uk = a' of simplices ui E 7"(P) such that oif7ui+, E 7"-'(P).
An orientation of the (geometric) n-simplex u = [ L'O,..., c"] is defined by an ordering (modulo even permutations) of its vertices PO,..., vn. The oriented n-simplex determined by the ordering v" < ... < v" is denoted by (u'...., L!"). If rz is a permutation we will write (CO,..., p) = (-l)siu n (v~(0),eaa, v~(n) ). The boundary %u of u inherits a boundary orientation from the orientation of u by setting
The n-pseudomanifold (with boundary) P is called orientable, provided for any triangulation T(P) the following holds: (2.4.1) All n-simplices from F(P) can be oriented in such a way that whenever an (n -1)-simplex 7 
is a common face of two nsimplices (T,, u2 E T(P), the orientations of u, and uz induce opposite boundary orientations on 7. A collection F of orientations of the n-simplices of T(P) satisfying (2.4.1) is called a (coherent) orientation of T(P). Any n-simplex from T(P) is called positively oriented (with respect to p). Any triangulation of a pseudomanifold admits either two orientations or no orientation. An orientation of T(P) induces a unique orientation of any subdivision T'(P) of T(P). Since any two triangulations T,(P), T,(P) have a common subdivision, one can fix an orientation of an orientable n-pseudomanifold P by choosing an orientation of some triangulation T(P).
If %P is a collection of (n -1).pseudomanifolds, any orientation of P induces a boundary orientation on each component of aP. Let P be a polyhedron of homogeneous dimension with a triangulation TV').
(3. I) Any function [: 7')(P) + NU (O} is called a labeling function. Let P hal'e dimension n and assume [(p(P)) c (O...., n). A simplex u E T"(P) is called completely labeled or Sperner-simplex (with respect to I), if the vertices of u carry all numbers 0 through n. The collection of all completely labeled n-simplices in T(P) is denoted by .Y'(T(P), I). If P has homogeneous dimension n and if F is continuous on P, Spernersimplices with respect to iF provide approximations of a subset of F-'(O): If {uktken. is a sequence of Sperner-simpiices with diameter tending to zero, any cluster point of ((T~}~~,,, is a zero of F. 
In section V we will need the following lemma:
.., L?> c R" be an oriented n-simple-r and let fi: (v" ,..., 0") -+ {O ,..., n), i = 0, 1, be labeling functions such that u is completely labeled with respect to fi, and or(u, I,) = or(u, I,).
Then there exists a triangulation T = T(u x [0, 11) and a fabefingfinction E P -+ {O,.... n) with the following properties:
(3.6.1) 7-"(u x {i))=u x {i), i= 0, 1, (3.6.2) &uj x (i)) = fi(ui), i = 0, 1, O<j<n, 
Choose E > 0 and a triangulation T, = T,(u x [0, 11) leaving u x (0 1 and u x ( 1 } invariant and such that any boundary simplex in & x [E, 1 -E ] has diameter less than E. Since Sperner-simplices with respect to 1" approximate zeroes of H (recall (3.2)), T,(a(u X [0, I])) has no Sperner-simplices provided E is sufficiently small. Choose T = T, and f= I". 1
IV. PATHS OBTAINED BY PIVOTING
Completely labeled simplices are numerically relevant because they can be efficiently located by a wide class of simplicial algorithms based on complementary pivoting (13, 241 ). It will be crucial for our purposes that icompletely labeled simplices form chains ("Door In/Door Out" principle) either linking simplices on the boundary or providing a completely labeled nsimplex: LEMMA 4.1. Let u = (Ll',..., 1'") be an oriented n-simplex, let I: (0" ,..., L'"} --$ (0 )...) n) be a labeling function, and let 5 be an i-completely labeled face of u. Considering r and 7' with boundary orientations we have 5 = (-l)k (U" ).... Ek ,..., 0").
7' = (-1)p (OO )..., P ,.... 0").
We assume k <p, and let P = l(zP). We calculate
= -(-1)P (1"" ,..., P ,..., P'"), and (4.1.2) follows from (3.5.2). I (4.2) Pivoting. Let P be an n-pseudomanifold with boundary, let T(P) be a triangulation of P, and let 1: 7'-'(P) + {O,..., n) be a labeling function. Fix i E (O,.... n).
Let 7. E i,(T(aP), I), and let o. E T"(P) be the unique n-simplex adjacent to 7. (cf. (2.3.1)). By (4.1.1) o. is either completely labeled or has a unique icompletely labeled face 7, # TV. If 7, is not a boundary simplex there exists a unique n-simplex 0, E T"(P), c?r # oo, such that 7, is a face of u, (cf. (2.3.1) ). Repeating this argument we find sequences (ti}, (uj} of (n -1). resp., n-simplices such that oj f7 aj+ , = TV+, and rj is i-completely labeled for every j. The sequences either stop with an i-completely labeled (n -l)-simplex 7' E .i,(T(;iP), /), (Fig. 1, case A) , or with a completely labeled nsimplex o E .'i (T(P), I), (Fig. 1, case B) . Obviously, the pivoting procedure can also be started with the i-completely labeled face of a completely labeled n-simplex, generating either a chain of type B, Fig. 1 , or ending with another completely labeled n-simplex (Fig. 1, case C) .
The arguments in (4.2) together with a repeated application of (4.1.2) prove the following theorem: So far, we have explained the interplay between continuous mappings on a polyhedron and discrete valued labeling functions. By (3.3), in particular, we can construct a PL-mapping from a triangulation and a labeling. Hence, the problem of finding a mapping with certain desired properties (a joining homotopy in the Hopf degree theorem!) is hopefully settled by appropriate combinatorial techniques for the algorithmic generation of triangulations and labeling functions.
The following theorem will be the key to our proof of the Hopf degree theorem: THEOREM 
("Labeling
Extension").
Let P be an oriented npseudomanifold with boundary aP, let T(aP) be a triangulation, and let I: P(ap) + (o,..., n) be a labeling function such that for some 0 Q i < n (51.1)
Then there exist a triangulation T(P) and a labeling function f: p(P) + {O,..., n } such that T(aq = T(ap), ?'(T(P), lj = 0.
(51. 4) Remark. Equation (5.1.1) implies that the oriented sum of i-completely labeled simplices in aP equals zero for any 0 < i < n (cf. [20, Thm. 3 
.61).
Proof. The proof is technical and proceeds in several steps. We find it useful to first give an outline of the geometric idea, which can be regarded as Starting with r; we will construct a chain 5 of n-and (n -1).simplices (cf. (2.3.2) ) ending with r,:. We will define a labeling on the vertices of 5 such that cZ coincides with a chain provided by the pivoting mechanism (4.2). In the next step lJ 5 will be extended to a triangulation of P coinciding with T(dP) on 8P. To any new vertex a label can be assigned at random. If there are any completely labeled simplices they must be linked pairwise by a chain of type C, Fig. 1 . In a final step we will make such pairs of simplices disappear.
Step 1. For each r E ii(T(aP), f) choose a point r* E P such that a'(r) = co(r, r*} c P. and such that C(r,) nc?(r?), if nonempty, consists of a common face of r, and r2 (Fig. 2) .
Intersecting with some hyperplane parallel to r (Fig. 3 ) C(r) is divided into two parts: one piece u(r), which is again an n-simplex, and one piece Z(r), which is isomorphic to the prism r x [0, 11. The "top" of Z(r) will be denoted by 5:
Step 2. Note that Z(r) 1 is again an n-pseudomanifold, and therefore we have a simplicial chain (2.3.2) joining a(r,?) with u(rJ:), denoted by e. By iterated barycentric subdivision on the simplices of pj we can assume pj to be arbitrarily thin, which means that in case n > 3, gj and c$,, j fj', can be assumed to be disjoint. In case n = 2, however, crossing phenomena as shown in Fig. 4a are typical. Figures 4b and c indicate how these crossings can be removed by an appropriate iterated reindexing of the r,:.
Step 3. We now relate i",,..., @r to chains obtained by pivoting. If Step 4. We will triangulate and label the sets Z(r), r E ii( T(%P), I) in such a way that the chains '3 joining T with 5: are extended to chains Vj joining r: with 5,:. If r = r:, choose an arbitrary triangulation of Z(r) such that the set of vertices coincides with the vertices of r and S: Due to the definition of the labeling in Step 3, r and s'are the only i-completely labeled simplices in aZ(r). Therefore, the pivoting chain starting with r; contains r-;+ and eventually stops with c,:.
Note that <: and r,: have opposite orientations as i-completely labeled boundary simplices of Z(r,:). This means (recall (2.4.2)), that if f,: and r,: are considered as simplices in parallel afftne spaces cd, z R"-' z .~v;. their orientations are equal. Hence, Lemma 3.6 provides a triangulation T(Z(rj)) leaving <: and r,: invariant and a labeling 4: 7"(Z(r,:)) -+ (O,..., n) such that there are no i-completely labeled simplices in aZ(rj) besides ?,: and r,:. As before, the pivoting mechanism starting with 5: must end with r,: which means that we finally have created a pivoting chain 7 joining rjt with r,;.
Step 5. Note that Q = 6PU UJ=, 5 is a subpolyhedron of P with a triangulation T(Q). Choose an arbitrary triangulation F(P) coinciding with r(Q) on Q. Assign an arbitrary label from (O,..., n) to any vertex from i'(P) not contained in r(Q) to obtain a labeling Tdefined on p(P). It is crucial that by our construction so far F(P) has no pivoting chains of type B, Fig. 1 .
Step 6. If T(P) has completely labeled simplices with respect to T they arise in pairs of opposite orientations linked by chains of type C, Fig. 1 . Figure 5 shows a procedure which in case n = 2 "kills" such pairs of simplices, without affecting the triangulation outside of the chain: FIGURE 5 An analogue to this procedure in arbitrary dimensions, more involved combinatorially, will complete the proof of the theorem:
Let %'= (a,, rO,u,, 5 ,,..., up, rP,uP+, ) be a chain of n-simplices u and icompletely labeled (n -l)-faces r linking the completely labeled simplices u0 and up+,. Choose a point bi in the interior of rj (0 <j <p) and a point cj on the open line segment between bj and b,i+, (0 <j <p -1). Assign the label i to each point bj, ci. Note that there is a unique triangulation T(rj) leaving atj invariant and having as vertices bj and the vertices of rj.
Triangulate uO: Let x be the vertex of u0 not contained in r,, and let r(u,) be the union of T(r,) with the collection of all simplices obtained by taking the convex hull of x with the simplices from T(r,). Note that no simplex in ~Ju,) can be completely labeled, since the l-simplex with vertices x and b, is a face of each n-simplex in T(u,) and both x and 6, carry the label i. Along the same strategy triangulate up+ ,! In order to triangulate uj, 1 <j <p. take first the convex hull of cj with the simplices from T(rj-,) U T(rj). As before, we see that this procedure cannot generate completely labeled simplices. Extend the triangulation arbitrarily to the whole of uj, but adding no new vertices. No n-simplex obtained this way can be completely labeled since rjj-, and rj are the only icompletely labeled faces of ui. This completes the proof of step 6. 1
VI. BROUWER DEGREE VERSUS COMPLETELY LABELED SIMPLICES
In this section we discuss the crucial fact [ 19- 211 that the topological degree of a continuous mapping F: (P, S') + (R"* R"\(O)) (P an oriented npseudomanifold) can be represented as the oriented sum of completely labeled simplices with respect to IF (cf. (3.2) ) in a sufficiently tine triangulation of P. As a consequence of Theorems 5.1 and 6.3 we now obtain the Hopf Degree Theorem [lo] . In modern textbooks (e.g. [9, 12, 15, 16, 221) this theorem is usually proved by relatively involved and sophisticated arguments from algebraic or differential topology ("Hurewicz Isomorphism," "Eilenberg-McLane Spaces, " "Framed Cobordism," " Pontryagin Construction"). Note, however [26] , where an elementary analytic proof based on Borsuk's homotopy extension is given for a special case of the Hopf Degree Theorem. Hopfs original proof [ IO] uses methods from coincidence index theory.
In our setting of degree the Hopf Degree Theorem appears in the following form: for any 0 <j < n. 2) Remark. Recall that any smooth compact manifold is triangulable [25] , and hence any smooth compact connected orientable manifold has the structure of an orientable pseudomanifold. Therefore, our proof of Theorem 7.1 becomes the Hopf degree theorem formulated for smooth manifolds [9, 16 I. The assumption that 3P is connected is crucial in Theorem 7.1 as the following example shows. Proof. Choose a triangulation T(P), which is fine enough for (6.2) and Theorem 6.3 to hold: The oriented sum of i-completely labeled simplices in T(%P) equals k (cf. (7.1.2-3)), and any continuous extension of Flap (:= PLmapping associated with lFlpp along (3.3)) is homotopic to F. We extend FJ,, to a PL-mapping with the prescribed zero-behaviour:
Choose small disjoint n-simplices uj c P around pj and labeling functions 1; on the vertices of uj such that (7.4.4) oj is completely labeled with or(aj, lj) = q(pj), (7.4.5) the affine isomorphism associated with lj has its zero in pj (cf. (3.3) ).
The set Q = cl(P\U uj) is again an n-pseudomanifold with boundary aQ, provided the uj are sufficiently small. Note that a triangulation T(aQ) is given by T@Q) = T(BP)u u r. Obviously, p(Q) can also be considered as the set of vertices of a triangulation of P. Therefore T gives rise to a PL-mapping F: P -+ Z" (3.3). From (7.4.4-6) we conclude that F-'(0) = P, and that deg(F,pj) = or(u,i. li) = ty(pj) for pj E X. I
